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SUMMARY
Persistent genital arousal (PGAD) is an unusual, rarely
diagnosed but a real problem for some women which causes
considerable physical and psychological distress. It is
characterized by physiological signs of sexual arousal that
persist despite the absence of sexual desire. A number of
theories have been proposed and various psychological and
medical treatments have been used to treat this condition with
varying success.
The problem is even more serious with elderly women.
In our clinical practice we have met a number of patients with
such complains, which we have discussed mostly in terms
of depression, panic disorder or SSRI’s application.
In our paper we discuss some diagnostic and
therapeutic issues and present a case of a 71 years old woman,
who experienced distinct symptoms of PGAD for nearly 10
years. She was treated with a number of antidepressants and
benzodiazepines without effect. Olanzapine 5 mg at bed time
was administered. A good therapeutic response was achieved
from the same evening and was held at the hospital stay and
afterwards.
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INTRODUCTION
Persistent genital arousal disorder (PGAD) describes
the experience of persistent feelings of genital arousal that is
not caused by sexual stimulation and is not experienced as
sexual pleasure. These feelings can last for hours or days and
can cause extreme distress and discomfort to the person
experiencing PGAD. It is a newly described disorder that is
not yet fully understood. It was firstly characterized and
called Persistent Sexual Arousal Syndrome (PSAS) by Leiblum
and Nathan in 2001.Women with PSAS experienced excessive
and persistent arousal, instead of little to no arousal. In none
of the cases described, any hormonal, vascular, neurological,
psychological or anatomic abnormalities were found (1, 2, 3).
Some physicians use the term Persistent Sexual Arousal
Syndrome (PSAS) to refer to the condition in women; others
consider the syndrome of priapism in men to be the same
disorder. In particular, it is not related to hyper-sexuality
sometimes known as nymphomania or satyriasis. That’s why
at 2007 Leiblum changed the name of the condition to
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Persistent Genital Arousal Disorder (PGAD) pointing out the
problem is not to be a sexual problem per se but rather a
problem of unremitting genital sensations (4). Research is only
in the earliest stages. Goldmeier et al. (2009) underline on the
lack of knowledge about this newly recognized condition (5).
Leiblum et al. (2007) hypothesized that for a subset of women,
psychological factors, namely anxiety, reinforce exacerbate
and maintain PGAD (6). A number of theories regarding
causes and pathophysiology have been proposed and
various psychological and medical treatments have been used
to treat this condition with varying success. Brotto et al.
(2010) comment the urgent need for more data on the
assessment, etiology, and treatment of PGAD (7). Withdrawal
of SSRI’s is discussed as a reason for persistent sexual
arousal in women (8) or medical, pharmacological, vascular,
and neurological factors (6, 9,10).
In our paper we discuss some diagnostic and
therapeutic issues and present a case of 71- year old woman
who was experiencing symptoms, associated with PGAD for
nearly 10 years. She was admitted at geronto-psychiatric
department with diagnosis of depression. Clinical examination
revealed no symptoms of depression, cognitive deficit or
other mental illness. She looked tense, embarrassed and
desperate. Gradually she relaxed and described in details her
complaints. Last 10 years, she had experienced recurrent
episodes, approximately several times a week, in which she
would 5 to 10 minutes after lying in bed, primary at the
evening or in the afternoon, began to feel relaxed and “lighter”,
hot flashes, pulsations and pressure in the pelvic area were
following next. She describes feelings similar to sexual
arousal and orgasm, lasting for average two hours, not caused
by sexual stimulation and not experienced as sexual pleasure.
She feels extremely distressed. She has tried a number of
psychotropic drugs, mostly antidepressants and
bezodiazepines but their usage worsened her condition. Based
on drug history of poor therapeutic response of
antidepressants, mood stabilizers and some atypical
antipsychotics, 5 mg Olanzapine was administered at bed time.
A good therapeutic response was achieved from the same
evening and was held at the hospital stay and later on. She
did not consent for other examinations, being happy “to find
her drug”.
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DISCUSSION
We don’t have experience in diagnosing of PGAD
because we are dealing with elderly patients and they usually
don’t speak about sexual problems. In our clinical practice
we have met a number of patients with such complaints,
which we have discussed mostly in terms of depression,
anxiety, panic disorder or SSRI’s application. It is our first
documented detailed description of symptoms, associated
with PGAD, based on: a). Experiencing physiological response
similar to sexual arousal that lasts for an extended period of
time (from hours to days) and does not go away on its own;
b). Physical signs are not related to feeling sexually excited
or sexual desire; c). Physical experience may be triggered by
nonsexual events or by nothing at all; d). Physical signs of
arousal do not go away after orgasm, or may require multiple
orgasms to go away; e). The experience is considered
intrusive and unwanted; and when it persists, can create
significant distress (4).
To our knowledge, there is little and not reliable data
on the prevalence of PGAD. It’s possible that the disorder is
more common than researches think it is. On one hand the
disorder is being very rare, on the other- the condition is
frequently unreported by sufferers who may consider it
embarrassing. Leiblum (2006) postulated that there may be
two subtypes of PGAD: one more closely related to
physiological factors (e.g., neurovascular or neurochemical),
and the other to psychological factors (3). Several
hypotheses have been summarized as: central neurological
changes (e.g., post-surgical, post-injury brain lesion, seizure
disorder), peripheral neurological changes (e.g., pelvic nerve
hypersensitivity or entrapment), vascular changes (e.g.,
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pelvic congestion or dilatation, or vascular pathology
associated with chronic fatigue syndrome, mechanical
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Treatment may be considered psychologic and
biologic. No single medications are recommended due to the
lack of clear understanding of the etiology and mechanisms
underlying PGAD. Pharmacologic strategies have included
use of antidepressants (14), olanzapine, risperidone, antiseizure medications (e.g. carbamazepine), use of the opioid
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various factors have been implied.
CONCLUSION
In terms of the case of PGAD that we describe further
research mostly in direction of understanding the role of the
CNS neuroendocrine and neurotransmitter system in
modulating sexual behavior is warrant.
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